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Wearables for Physical Privacy

Abstract
Physical or bodily privacy is an innate need that drives a variety of human behaviours. However, in a highly dynamic, crowded and context dependent world with rapidly changing technology, other humans or technological devices can pose threats to the physical privacy of an individual in many ways. This short paper explores the use of wearable devices to tackle this multi-faceted problem.
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Figure 1: Types of privacy breaches in physical environments: [a] Recording through CCTV camera, [b] Eavesdropping a private conversation, [c] A stranger trying to touch/grab users’ body.
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**Introduction**

Privacy is the ability of an individual, or group, to control access to themselves, either by physically separating themselves from others or controlling how others view information about them. This enables people to express themselves selectively. User information privacy has become a significant research challenge in recent years [5], particularly with the growth in ubiquitous computing, with variety of novel privacy management interfaces proposed (e.g., [4,6,13]). Physical or bodily privacy on the other hand, has been comparatively less clearly defined and researched. We understand it as a sensory interference [7]: the intruder senses you against your wishes by watching/video recording, listening to, or touching you, which potentially leads to discomfort or even harassment. For example, the user may be unaware of the privacy threat (e.g., Figure 1a and b), or the user (aware or otherwise) may be unable to take mitigating action due to fear, shock, physical and mental weakness, or embarrassment [2] (e.g., Figure 1 c).

In this paper we introduce the problem of physical privacy in users’ immediate physical environment. A privacy interference or breach may arise through technological devices, or directly by other humans physically present around the user. One way to address these privacy threats is to augment human senses with technology that (1) quickly senses such situations around a user, (2) empathetically and actively warns them in real time, (3) enables them to take immediate action when informed or automatically responds appropriately on the users’ behalf, and (4) learns continuously from user responses to understand their context and needs. In terms of usability, the interfaces of these technologies need to be fast, direct, easy and intuitive to operate, available at all times to the user (potentially hands free), and usable in a social setting. We argue that new on-body devices and interactions for privacy management could provide a means to address these requirements, and begin by presenting two example usage scenarios.

**Scenario 1:**

*Eavesdropping private conversations in public places:* Adam is on a tour with his wife, Alice, and shares many private conversations with her along the way in public places such as airports, bars, cafes and shopping centres. He wears a Privacy Wearable. While discussing a private matter with Alice, and unaware of his surroundings, as soon as a stranger, Anna, physically enters his predefined safety zone, he is notified haptically by his Privacy Wearable of a potential threat to his physical privacy. As a result he becomes more aware and careful about what he is saying to Alice, and for that moment chooses to whisper, use hand gestures, and then moves to more secluded location.

**Scenario 2:**

*Sexual harassment via human contact in public places:* Neha’s route home from work involves walking through a poorly lit and deserted area of town. However, she uses a Privacy Wearable that increases her awareness of the physical environment around her. When an assailant, Ranjit, approaches her from behind, enters and continues to be in her predefined safety zone, Neha receives a haptic notification of this intrusion into her private physical space. The intensity of this warning increases continuously as Ranjit moves closer to her. She is scared and immediately interacts with the Privacy Wearable to provide an emergency input, upon which a loud alarm sounds and a help message is sent to a nearby police station, friends and family, along with the coordinates of her location.

**Related Work**

Throughout history, humans have used different forms of physical barriers such as walls, curtains, clothes, makeup and their own body to protect their physical privacy. Technology too, in many forms has also played a part in helping users to protect their physical privacy. For example, bright infrared LED devices, such as the hat developed by URA/FILOART [11], offer protection from video surveillance. Similarly, the Privacy Visor
physical privacy agents such as devices (e.g., friends, strangers, etc.) and both genders, we propose a pair of wireless connected wearables: a waist belt to sense the environment around and allow user interactions, and an armband for haptic notifications. Unlike other form factors, belts tend to be physically discreet and a common type of everyday clothing in many cultures and both genders. Vibrotactile waist belts have been proven effective in increasing users’ situation awareness [3]. Due to its’ central location on a human body, a waist belt that is augmented with sensors, could effectively perform 360 degree sensing of the immediate physical environment around a user. Figure 2(i) shows a sample implementation of such a Physical Privacy Belt. It consists of 4 real time vision processing cameras such as CMUcam [14] (sensors a(i), a(ii), a(iii), and a(iv)) can detect objects that it is taught. In addition to motion detection, it can identify people through face recognition, and detect the number of people around and their distance from the user. The detection range can be programatically controlled to vary sensitivity, which can create different virtual and mobile safety zones for the user in different social modes (e.g., in a crowded urban transport environment, having confidential discussion in a meeting/phone, or while walking in a deserted area at night). The buckle also consists of a light sensor (b) and a powerful speaker (c). The flexible part of the belt that goes beyond the buckle (e) could be used for subtle interaction purposes. We derive some of the relevant input modalities from on-skin input such as touch, grab, pull, press, scratch and twist. This allows for eyes free coarse user interactions such as changing sensitivity, social modes, etc. on the fly. The belt is connected to users’ smartphone, which allows for finer user control. The control box (d) is right above a(iii).

The circular geometry of users’ arms can be used to give subtle but strong directional haptic warnings of incoming physical privacy breaches. The arm band consists of 4 vibration motors (f(i), f(ii), f(iii), and f(iv)), and the control box (g) as shown in Figure 2(ii).

Privacy intrusion in situations similar to scenario 2, can lead to increased user anxiety, resulting in several physiological changes such as heart rate, respiration and galvanic skin response. These could be sensed through wearable bio-toolkits [15] on the skin and also used to detect privacy breaches. Recent advances [1] can detect people behind the walls through radio frequency signals and even distinguish them. These when miniaturised, could replace the vision sensors in our prototype and cover more complex scenarios. Similarly, sensors that could detect hidden cameras, microphones or drones, when integrated in the belt, could also enable users to manage privacy threats from devices in their immediate vicinity.
Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we introduced the problem of managing physical privacy in users’ immediate physical environment. An example wearable device for physical privacy management was discussed along with possible sensing and notification capabilities, user scenarios and interaction control. Further work is required to address other concerns, such as providing effective mechanisms for achieving privacy, whether by alternative communication modalities to prevent eavesdropping, or using additional sensing technologies to assess the level of the privacy threats in a given context. This will require research into the human factors and usability of devices for physical privacy management as well advances in techniques for engineering adaptive software that will drive the functionality of these devices. We plan to explore such technologies through further prototype development and user studies.
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